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BROWN-PETERSON AND ORDINARY COHOMOLOGY THEORIES
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Dedicated to Professor Tokushi Nakamura on his 60th birthday

Abstract. The Steenrod algebra structures of H*{BG; Z/p) for compact Lie

groups are studied. Using these, Brown-Peterson cohomology and Morava K-

theory are computed for many concrete cases. All these cases have properties

similar as torsion free Lie groups or finite groups, e.g., BPodá{BG) = 0.

Introduction

Let BG be the classifying space of a compact Lie group G. Let p be

a fixed prime. It is well known that if H*(BG)(p) has no p-torsion, then it

is a polynomial algebra generated by even dimensional elements. Therefore

the Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral sequence converging to the Brown-Peterson

cohomology BP*(BG) collapses and BP*(BG) ~ BP* <g> H^BG)^ where <8>
denotes completed tensor product (see §1). Hence we get:

(1) BP*(BG) = BPeveD(BG).

(2) BP*(BG) is p-torsion free.
(3) BP*(BG) has no nilpotent elements.
(4) BP*(BG) is BP*-ñat for finite BP* (BP)-modules. Moreover

BP*(BG x BG') ~ BP*(BG) ®Bp- BP*(BG')

for all compact Lie groups G'.
(5) K(n)*(BG)~K(n)*®BP-BP*(BG)

where K(n)*(-) is the Morava AMheory.  Moreover if G is a classical Lie

group, we know

(6) BP*(BG) = ChBP(BG), the Chern subring of BP*(BG) generated by
Chern classes for all complex representations.

The main purpose of this paper is to show that the above properties hold

in many cases even if H*(BG) has p-torsion. Note that for the ordinary co-

homology theory H*(BG)(P), the corresponding properties (l)-(4), (6) do not

always hold, for example, H^BG)^ ± Heven(BG){p). Landweber showed (1)-

(6) hold for all abelian groups [LI]. Moreover he conjectured (2), (4), (6) for
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all compact Lie groups in [L3]. By [T-Y, Y2] when G is a direct product

of metacyclic groups or minimal nonabelian p-groups (l)-(6) hold. A result

of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel [H-K-R] easily shows that when G is a finite

group, (2) implies

BP*(BG) «-» limBP*(BA),
(1) <—

A runs through all conjugacy classes of abelian subgroups of G.

Remark that if a p-Sylow subgroup of a finite group G satisfies (l)-(7), so does
G.

On the other hand, Wilson showed that BP*(BO(n)) is generated by the

Chern classes of the complexification of the universal real bundle. By using

Wilson's arguments, we show

Theorem 1. Properties (l)-(2) and properties (4)-(6) hold for direct products of

0(n), SO(2n + I).

The ordinary cohomology rings H*(BG; Z/p) for G = F4, PU(3) axe
given by Toda [TI] and by Kono, Mimura, and Shimada [K-M-S]. We study
H*(BPU(3)) in detail, considering the relation to its abelian subgroups. Hence

we get

(7)' H*(BG; Z/p) «-» lim H*(BA ; Z/p)

for G = PU(3). This was conjectured by J. F. Adams for all connected compact

Lie groups G and p > 3 and solved for G = F4, p = 3 by Adams and Kono.

We also know that there are only two conjugacy classes of maximal elementary 3-

abelian subgroups of PU(3). Moreover we can determine the Steenrod algebra

structure of H*(BPU(3)). Using these, we show

Theorem 2. Properties (l)-(5), (7) hold when G = PU(3) and F4 for p = 3,

but (6) does not hold for G = PU (3).

Mimura and Kono study H*(BG; Z/p) for many compact Lie groups [K-

M 1, 2]. Also using their results, we get

Theorem 3. The properties ( l)-(3), (7) hold when G = Spin(«)« < 10, G2, F4,
E6, PSU(4n + 2) for p = 2.

Bakuradze [B-N] showed that (l)-(7) hold for the normalizer group of max-

imal torus in Sp(l) x Sp(l). Hunton showed K(n)*(BG) = K(n)even(BG) for

some other compact Lie groups [H]. Inoue [I] determined BP*(BSO(6)) and

showed ( 1 ) for this case.

Conjecture 4. Assertions (l)-(5) and (7) hold for all compact Lie groups.

There are no application of these results now. However we hope BP*(BG)

can aid in the understanding of the ordinary cohomology H*(BG) which seems
so complicated in general cases. For example, we presume that the following

conjecture, which holds in all cases in Theorems 1-3, is true.

Conjecture 5. If G is a connected compact Lie group, then for each odd di-
mensional element x e H*(BG; Z/p), there is / such that Qmx / 0 for all

m> i, where Qm are the Milnor primitive operators.
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1.   BP  AND RELATED COHOMOLOGY THEORIES

Throughout this paper, we assume that spaces X, Y mean CW-complexes

whose «-skeleton is finite complexes for each n > 0. Let BP*(-) be the

Brown-Peterson cohomology localized at p with the coefficient BP* =

Z(j,)[vx,...], \v¡\ = -2(p' - 1). We consider the cohomology theories k*(-)

with the coefficient k* = BP*/(Ideal S), e.g., P(n)* = Z/p[vn, v„+x,...],

P(n)* = Z^lvn ,...], BP(n)* = Z^ü, ,...,v„], k(n)* = Z/p[vn], k(n)* =
Z{p)[vn], and K(n)* = Z/p[v„, v~x]. We consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spec-

tral sequence E*'* = H*(X; k*) =>• k*(X). Hereafter we assume the conver-

gence of this spectral sequence and hence

(1.1) j*: k*(X) ~ Urn k*(XN).
N

Note that if X = BG or kn is a fine group, this assumption holds. (See [L3].)

Define a filtration FN(X) = Kex(j*N: k*(X) -* k*(XN)) of k*(X) and define

a topology in k*(X) by FN(X) as the fundamental neighbourhoods of 0. Then

(1.2) k*(X)~limk*(X)/FN(X)
N

is a complete algebra. Let A, B be rC*-complete algebras with nitrations AN,

BN . We define the complete tensor product <8> by

(1.3) A®k, B~ lim A®k>B/(AN®k'B + A®k*BN)

where ® is the usual tensor product. Then if X and Y are p-torsion free,

then we can write

(1.4) k*(XxY)~k*(X)®k.k*(Y).

Note that -%. - in this paper means that each element is expressed as infinite

sum.

Landweber's exact functor theorem [L2] says that injectivity of the following

(1.5) for all «>0 (let p = v0),

(1.5) vn : P(n)* ®BP. BP*(X) -* P(n)* ®P(n). BP*(X)

implies the BP*-flatness of BP*(X) for finite BP*(BP)-mod\xles. In particular

we have

(1.6) BP*(X x Y) ~ BP*(X) ®BP. BP*(Y) for all Y satisfies (1.1).

From the Sullivan exact triangles

BP*(X) -^ P(l)*(X) -^ P(2)*(X) -^ P(3)*(X) ■ ■ ■

p\ S /      v¡ \ S /      v2 \ /s

BP*(X) P(IT(X) P(2)*(X)

the injectivity of (1.5) is equivalent to the assertion that p: BP*(X) -* P(n)*(X)

is epic for all n > 0 and is that

(1.7) P(n)*(X)~P(n)*®BP.BP*(X).
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From Johnson-Wilson theorem [J-W], if X satisfies (1.7), then we get

(1.8) K(n)*(X)~K(n)*®BP'BP*(X).

Lemma 1.9. // X and Y satisfy the injectivity of (1.5), then so does X x Y.

Proof. By the exact functor theorem for P(n)*-theory, we have

P(n)*(X xY)~ P(n)*(X) ®P{n). P(n)*(Y),

which is isomorphic to

P(n)* ®bp- (BP*(X)) ®P{n). P(n)* ®Bp. (BP*(Y)) ~ P(n)* ®BP. BP*(X x Y).

Therefore X x Y satisfies (1.7) and so (1.5).   D

By the same argument as Theorem 3.3 [Y2], the kernel of r: BP*(BG) -»

lim BP*(BA) ; A all abelian subgroups, is nilpotent.

Lemma 1.10. The injectivity of r is equivalent to that BP*(BG) has no nonzero

nilpotent element.

Proof. We only need BP*(BA) has no nilpotent element. Consider the spectral

sequence induced from

0 -» A' - A - Z/p -» 0.

Then

E¡>*' ~EU*'=H*(Z/p)®BP*'(A')/(p)~Z/p\y]®BP*'(A')

for * > 0, since BP*{A') is p-torsion free. Suppose a' = 0 in BP*{BA).

Let ysx t¿ 0 € E2^'' be the corresponding element to a. Since (ysx)1 =

0, xl = 0 in BP*(BA')/(p). Let us write xl = prx', x' ¿ 0 mod p in

BP*(BA'). Then

a' = prx'ys = v[ys+r{P-x)x'   in JE^+^-1»'*.

This element is nonzero because BP*(BA')/ip) has no vx-torsion.   D

Therefore we get the following implications:

(1.11) (3) & (7) => (2) <= ((1.7) for X = BG) & (4) => (5)

V(l)<=(6).

Kuhn, Hopkins, and Ravenel showed that when G is a finite group, |G|_1r

is isomorphic. Therefore

(1.12) (2) & (7)   for finite groups.

2. The orthogonal group 0{n)

Before considering BP*{BO{n)), we consider cohomology operations Q¡.

Recall Qi+X = &* Q¡ - Q^' (= Sq2' Qx + ß, Sq2' for p = 2) and Q0 =
3$ (Go = Sq1). The first nonzero differential of the spectral sequence

(2.1) E*2'* = H*{X;P{m)*)^P{m)*{X)

is given by d2pm_x =vm®Qm.
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Lemma 2.2. Let Ei = A[Qm, ... , Qm+¡-X] and E0 = Z/p. Suppose that there
is an E ¡-module injective E¡ ® G¡ c H*(X; Z/p) and there is a Z/p-module

isomorphism
M

H*(X;Z/p)~@Ei®Gi
;=0

such that Qm-. Qm+i-XGi e Imp(P(m)*(X) -» H*(X; Z/p)) (for i = 0 G0 e
Imp). Then the infinite term of the spectral sequence (2.1) is

M

E*o¿* - ®Pii + m)*Qm ■ ■ ■ Qm+i-xGi © P{m)*Go.
i>0

Proof. By the induction on r for d2pm+r-i_x, we assume that E2pm+,-i = Ar@Br,

where
r

Ar = 0P(m + i)*Qm ■ ■ ■ Qm+i-xGi,
¡=o

M

Br= 0 P(m + r)*Qm...Qm+r-i(Em+r,i-r)Gi,
i=r+l

and where Em+r,i-r = MQm+r, ■■■ , Qm+i-i]- Indeed, A0 = P(n)*G0 and

B0 = P(m)* ® (©^, Ei ® Gi), hence A0 © B0 = P(m)* ®H*(X; Z/p).
By the supposition of the lemma, all elements in A are infinite cycles. As-

sume dsx t¿ 0, x e B . Since B is a P(m + r)*-fxee modules, it is necessary

s > 2pm+r - 1. Hence consider d2pm+r_x = vm+r ® Qm+r. Therefore

M

E2pm+r~Ar® 0 P(m + r + l)*Qm-■ ■ Qm+r(Em+r+XJ-.r_x)Gi

i=r+X

~Ar+i@Br+i.

Since BM+x = 0, we get the lemma.   D

If H*(X ; Z/p) = E0,„ = A(Qo, ... , Qn), then

P(m)*(X)~P(n)*A[Qo,...,Qm-X].

This fact is known as X = V(n), Smith-Toda spectrum.

The 5.P-cohomology of the classifying space of the «th orthogonal group,

BP*(BO(n)) is computed by W. S. Wilson. Since H*(BO(n)) has only 2-
torsion, we need only consider the 2-primary part.

Theorem 2.3 (Wilson [W]).

BP*(BO(n)) ~ BP*[[cx,..., cn]]/(cx - c*x , ... , cn - c*n)

where c¡ is the ith Chern class of complexification of universal real bundle and

c* is the Chern class of its complex conjugation.

Recall the Z/2-cohomology of BO(n) and (BZ/2)n . It is well known

H*(BO(n) ; Z/2)^H*((BZ/2)n ; Z/2)

i í

Z/2[wx, ... , w2]^ Z/2[xx, ... ,x„]
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where u;, is the z'th elementary symmetric polynomial of xs. Then w¡ is

the ith Whitney class and c, = i*(c¡) = wf for the complexification map
i: BO(n) -» BU(n). The following lemma is just the P(m)*-analogue of Wil-
son's (p. 359, Theorem 2.1 in [W]).

Lemma 2.4. Let Gk be Z/2-vector space in H*(BO(n); Z/2) generated by
symmetric functions

'ZxtUl+l"'xlÍk+lxlÍf"^>        k + q<n,

with 0 <ix <••• <ik and 0 < jx <■■■ < jq; and if the number of j equal to
ju is odd, then there is some s <k such that

2is + 2s+m<2ju<2is + 2s+m+x.

Then Gk satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2.2 and hence the infinite term of
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence converging to P(m)*(BO(n)) is

n

El¿*^@P(m + r)*Qm...Qm+rGr.
z'=0

Proof. First note Qm ■ ■■ Qm+rGr is generated by functions of £ *f ■ ■ ■ xk+¡"

and hence is in Z/2[îj;2 , ... , w2] which is in

Imp(P(m)*BO(n)) -* H*(BO(n); Z/2))

since i*(Cj) = wj. The proof for satisfying the assumption of Lemma 2.2 is

completely the same as the proof of Wilson's Theorem 1 [W, p. 360] except for
changing Q¡ to Qm+i and 2V+X to 2v+m.   o

Corollary 2.5.

P(m)*(BO(n)) ~ Pirn)* ®Bp- BP*(BO(n)),

K(m)*(BO(n)) ~ Kim)* ®Bp- BP*{BO{n)).

Proof. From Lemma 2.4, p: BP*{BO{n)) — P{m)*{BO{n)) is epic.   D

It is well known that there is an isomorphism of Lie groups

Z/2xS0(2n + l)~0(2« + l)

and hence

BP*{BZ/2) ®bp- BP*{BSO{2n + 1)) ~ BP*iBO{2n + 1)),

and BP*iBZ/2) is BP*-ñat. Therefore BP{BSO{2n + 1)) is generated by
Ci {= wf), 2 < i < 2n + 1. The same facts hold for P(w)*-theory n > 1.
Hence p: BP*{BSO{2n + 1)) -» P{m)*{BSO{2n + 1)) is epic. Therefore we
get Theorem 1 in the introduction.

Remark that the squaring operation is given by

(2.6)

I        /1 -i \

Sq'to* = Ç^   ~J_~   Jwk+i_jWj       (0<i<k).
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3. Cohomology of BPU(3)

The projective unitary group PU(3) is defined as PU(3) = SU(3)/Y where
T is the center of SU(3). Let us write

(0   1   0\ (w    0    0\ (w    0    0
(3.1) ä=    0   0   1     ,        b=\0    w2   0\,       c=\0    w    0

\l   0   0/ \0     0     1/ \0    0    w

where w = exv(2ni/3). Note that Y = (c). The group generated by (à, b, c)

is E, the nonabelian 3-group of order 27 with its exponent 3. Consider the

elementary abelian 3-subgroups Vx = E/Y = (a) © (b) and V2 c T2, the
maximal torus of PU(3).

Quillen [Ql] proved that for a compact Lie group

(3.2) r: H*(BG; Z/p) ~ lim H*(BV;Z/p)
v

is an F-isomorphism, where V runs the conjugacy classes of elementary p-

subgroups of G. Here an F-isomorphism means Kerr c \/Ü; nilpotent ele-

ments and for each x, xpS elmr for some 5.
We will prove a much stronger result for G = PU(3).

Theorem 3.3. The restriction map

r: H*(BPU(3) ; Z/3) - H*(BVX ; Z/3) ® H*(BV2 ; Z/3)

is injective.

Therefore {Vx, V2} is the set of the conjugacy classes of maximal elementary

3-subgroups in PU(3).
Let p be the canonical representation in SU(3) and

(3.4) X = p®p~x: SU(3)^SU(9).

Since p® p~x\Y is trivial, 1 induces the representation X of PU(3). It is

easily computed.

Lemma 3.5.
i = 0, j = 0 mod 3.

otherwise.
nia'b') = { J;

Corollary 3.6. X\VX is the regular representation.

Think of PU (3) as U(3)/Y where Y = {diagonal matrix (a, a, a), a e Sx}

and n: U(3) —> PU(3) is its projection map. Let T and n(T) = T be the

maximal tori in U(3) and PU(3).

The fundamental class nx(T) is generated as (tx, t2, t^) where

tx = {diagonal(exp27HÍ, 1,1), te [0, 1]}

and so on. Then it is easily seen n*(tx +12 + ¿3) = 0 and Ker re* = (t\ + t2 +1-¡).

Denote by tj e H2(BT;Z) ~ Hx(f) ~ Hx(f) corresponding to tj. Let us

write u,v e H2(BT;Z) the corresponding elements to n*(tx) and n*(t2)

respectively.
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Lemma 3.7.  n*u = tx - i3 and n*v = t2 - i3.

Proof. Since H*(BT'; Z) —> H*(BT'; Z) is monic we get the lemma from

(n*u,ti) = (u,nJi) = l    (resp. 0,-1),        i=l   (resp. =2, = 3).

Here we note 7r*(i3) corresponds to -u-v.   D

Let us write T9 be the maximal torus of U(9) and nx(T9) = (tifil < i, j <

3). Then X*(t¡j) = t¡ - tj. Since n*: H*(BT; Z) -> H*(BT; Z) is monic,
X*(Uj) = -X*(tj¡) and X*(tx2) = u-v, X*(tx3) = u, X*(t2f) = v .

Lemma 3.8. The total Chern class in H*(BT) for X\T is

C(X\T) = X*(n(l + tij)) = (1 - u2)(l - v2)(l - (u - v)2)

= 1 + (u + v)2 + (u + v)4 - u2v2iu2 + UV + V2).

From Corollary 3.6,

Lemma 3.9.

CiX\Vx) = nil+Xxa + X2b)

= (1 - a2)(l - b2)(l -(a + b)2)(l -(a- b)2)

= l-ia6 + a4b2 + a2b4 + b6) + a2b2ia4 + a2b2 + b4)

where a, b e H2iBVx ; Z/3) is the Bockstein image of the dual element of à

and b, identifying HxiBVx ; Z/3) ~ Hom(Fi ; Z/3).

The cohomology of BPUÍ3) is given by Kono, Mimura, and Shimada

[K-M-S].

Theorem 3.10. There is an algebra isomorphism

H*iBPUi3) ; Z/3) ~ Z/3[v2, v8, v12] ® A(v3, y,)/J

where |v,| = / and J is the ideal generated by y2y-i, y2yi and y^y-j + y2y% .

Moreover y-¡ = 3§y2, yi = 3°yz, and y$ = ZZZ§y-i.

Note that y\y% = -y3y2y7 = 0. Let Rx = Z/3[y2, yx2] and R2 = Zß[y$, yx2].

Then there are Z/3-modules isomorphism

(3.11) H*iBPUi3); Z/3) ~ y2Rx ©Z/3{1, y2, v3, y7}R2.

Lemma 3.12. The ideal generated by y\ is y\Rx in (3.11).

Consider the induced map jx : BVX -» BPUL3). Let a!, b' be the dual

element of à, b in HX(VX ; Z/3) ~ Hom(Ii ; Z/3) and 3Sa' = a, SSV = b.
The commutative diagram

BY -► BSUÍ3)-► BPUÍ3)

(3.13)

BY -    —f     BE -»     BVX

induces the map of spectral sequences

El'* = H*iBVx ; H*iBY; Z/3)) ¿- E¡'* = H*iBPUi3); H*iBY; Z/3)).

Since H*iBSUi3)) and H*iBE) is known, we get did = a'V in E*'* and

d2c' =y2 in E*'*. Therefore j*y2 = a'V .
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Lemma 3.14. j\y$ = ß(a'b') = ab' - a'b, j¡y7 = a3b' - a'b3, and j*y& =
a3b-ab3.

The restriction y¡\(a) = 0 for i ^ 12, but c¿(X)\(b) = b6 ^ 0 from Lemma

3.9. Hence we can take yx2 = -C(,(X).

Lemma 3.15.  Kery'jf = y2Rx.

Proof. We need only prove j*\(ysR\+yiR$) is monic. From Lemmas 3.12 and

3.14, (j*ys,j*yn) is a regular sequence in Z/3[a,¿>]. Therefore j*xf(y%,yx2)

= 0 implies / = 0. Let jx(y%fi + yng) = 0 and j*xfi = F, j*xg = G. Taking
modulo a', we get aF+a3G = 0 and taking modulo b', we have bF+b^G = 0.

This implies ab(a2 - b2)G = 0, hence G = 0. The regularity follows g = 0.
By the same argument, we also get fi = 0. Of course j*y2 = (a'b')2 = 0.   D

Let j2 : BT —> BPU(3) be the map from the inclusion of the maximal torus.

Since H*(BT;Z) is torsion free, and is generated by even dimensional ele-
ments, we have

(3.16) j*y3 = j*yn = j*2y% = 0.

Since j*c2(X) = (u + v)2 ^ 0, we can take j*y2 = u + v. Therefore from

Lemma 3.9,

(3.17) Ci(A) = 0,        c2(X) = ey22,    e = ±1,       c3(X) = 0.

The formula c4 = Z?2c2 + c3cx -c2(c2 + c\)= ¿P2c2 - c\ implies y\ = (2e - 1 )y\ .
Hence we get e = 1.

Lemma 3.18. The Chern classes Cj(X) are represented by y\, y4, yx2, and y\
for j = 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively.

Comparing Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 and considering the diagram

E —Í!—»   U(3)   ^— f

Vx --> PU(3) <- T i- V2
h j'x }••

we have a short exact sequence

(3.19) 0 -» n*(Kerj¡) *± H*(BPU(3) ; Z/3) — Kexn*x -» 0

with n*(Kexj*x) = Z/3[cx, c6]{c2} C H*(BU(3) ; Z/3) and Kexn*x =
Z/3{&la'b'}cH*(Vx;Z/3).

Using Lemma 3.18, (3.19), and Lemma 3.14, we decide the Steenrod algebra
structure of H*(BPU(3) ; Z/3), and have proved Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.20. ^'y3 = y7, ^y7 = y8, ^3y7 = y7yl2 + y3y¡, ^y% = y%yx2,

&lyx2 = y¡ + yl2yj, &3yi2 = yx2(y¡ - yn).

4. Brown-Peterson COHOMOLOGY of BPUÍ3)

Recall (3.11) in §3,

A = H*(BPU(3); Z/3) ~y¡Rx ® Z/3{1, y2, y3, yi}R2
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where Rx = Z/3[y2,yX2], R2 = Z/3[y»,yx2] and Q0y2 = y3,  ßo}>7 = v8

Then H(A ; ßo) a y2Rx © Z/2[yi2] and its Poincaré series is

P. S.(H(A ; ß0)) = „      J*      ,m +
;i-í2)(i-í12)   (i-tX2)   (i - t4)(i -16) '

which is the Poincaré series of the polynomial algebra of degree 4 and 6 and

is equal to the Poincaré series of H*(BPU(3) ; ß0). Therefore the Bockstein
spectral sequence collapses, i.e., Ex ~ £„ . This means H*(BPU(3)) has no

higher 3-torsion.
Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence

(4.1) El'* = H*(BPU(3); BP*) =» BP*(BPU(3)).

The i?2-term is given by

(4.2) El'* = BP* ® {yJRx ®R3® R2y3 © R2ys}

where Rx = Z^[y2, yx2], R3 = Z^[yx2]. The first nonzero differential is

d2p-x =vx®Qx. Since ¿>y3 = y8, we get

(4.3) E*2p* ~ BP*{y2Rx ©Ä3} ®BP*/(3, vx) ® {R2y&}.

These are all even dimensional elements and E^ * ~ E*¿ *.

Therefore we see BP*(BPU(3)) = BPeven(BPU(3)). Moreover each ele-

mentin Elp* is nonnilpotent, we get BP*(BPU(3)) has no nonzero nilpotent

element. Hence (l)-(3) and (7) in the introduction hold.

However (6) does not hold as following. Recall the representation ring

R(SU(3)) = Z[i, 1] where i is represented by the character of the canonical

representation p and 1 is its conjugation. The representation ring of PSU(3)

is easily deduced as the subring generated by

(4.4) {icld\c + 2d = 0 mod 3, c,deZ}.

For c, d > 0, let M(c, d) is the corresponding P5,î/(3)-module.

Lemma 4.5.
t-HJï     J3     '    '=7 = 0 mod 3,

X«(cd)ia>») = >0)        othemise

Proof. This is easily seen from the facts Tr(f x g) = Tr(f)Tr(g) and

*(*')=*,(*   )={0>       otherwise

Corollary 4.6.  M(c, d)\Vx = y+d~2 (regular representation).

From Lemma 3.9, ys\Vx $ Image X*(H*(BU(3)) -> H*(BVX)) where X is
the regular representation.

Corollary 4.7. Since ys i ChBP(BPU(3)) and y\ $ ChBP(BPU(3)), we have

ChBP(BPU(3)) # BP*(BPU(3)).

We now consider the BP*-module structure of BP*(BPU(3)). The BP*-

algebra structure of BZ/p is well known:

BP*[[u]]/[p](u),        \u\ = 2,
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where [p](u) = u +Bp-\-bp w is the pth product of the formal group law

over 5.P*-theory. Note that [p](u) = ^VnuP" mod (p,vx,...)2 and Qn(a) =

p(u)P" where H*(BZ/p ; Z/p) ~ Z/p[p(u)]®A(a) and p: BP -> Z/p be the
natural map. This fact extends as the following lemma.

Lemma 4.8 [Yl]. If there is a relation Y,vnXn = 0 in BP*(X), then there exists

y e H*(X ; Z/p) such that Q¡(y) = p(x¡).

Theorem 4.9. Let us fix elements fi(y¡) e BP*(BPU(3)) with p(f) = f, i.e.,
Pifxi) = yxi, p(y2) = y\ ■ There is a BP*-module isomorphism BP*(BPUi3))

~ (BP*S2y\ © BP*{1} © BP*Ssñ) ® SX2/iIx, I2) where S¡ = Z(3)[[y,]] and

Ix=Y^vnQniyi),       h = ^2vnQniy3)     mod(3,t;i, ...)2.

Proof. From (4.3), there are relations such that Ix = py& -\— and I2 = vxy% +
■■■. Since KexpiBP*iBPUi3)) - H*(BPU(3); Z/3)) = (vx,v2,...), we
have the theorem from Lemma 4.8 and Qoyi = y%, Qxy3 = y8.   □

Lemma4.10. Let us write e¡ = Qiy->, and X = y\, Y = y\2. For i = 2j+l > 0,
ei = fii(X, Y)y% and ei+x = gi+x(X, Y)y&yx2. Moreover,

gM = if'i?YX2 + ff,        fi+2 = (g'l+x)WX + gf+x(Y2 + X2),

where f = df/dY and g' = dg/dY. In particular, e¡ = 0, y8, yx2y%,
y%(X2 + Y2) for i = 0, 1,2,3, respectively.

Proof. Let us denote 3s*a by # = l/2|a|. For i > 1,

eM = Öt+iW = (&piQi - Qi^pi)y3 = &piQiyi = ̂ et.

Here we note \e¡\ = 2(p'' - 1). Therefore

eM = 3°*-xei = â°*~x fâs*ys + &>*fi3Z>*~xy%

= i&*-lf)y¡ + f3ysyx2.

Note &>*-xX = 0 and &>*-xY = 2yx32i~y¡) = y\2y\ since 3°5yx2 = -y¡.
Therefore

Z?*-x 5>y*'r> = 'E.jXijiX'ftYJ-yylrf.
This means &*~x fi = (f'fYXyuy* and eM = {(fi')3YX2 + fi3}ysyx2 .

Next consider ei+2 . We have

ei+2=^pi+lel=^*-x(gy%yx2)

= ((g'?YXyx2yi)y\2yl + g\y%y4x2 + y¡)

= ys((g')3Y3X + g3(Y2 + X2)).   D

Lemma 4.11. Let us write d¡ = Q¡y7.   Then for i > 2,  d¡ = (e°;-i)3-   In

particular, d,= y8, 0, y¡, (yx2y$)3 for i = 0, 1,2,3.

Proof. By induction, for /' > 2,

Qi di = ¿Ppi di., = &* (ei-ff = (&*- ' e¡-2)3.   D

Lemma 4.12. A greatest common divisor of (e,/y8) for all i > m is equal to 1.

Proof. We assume that fi has no double root and X, Y as root. Then fi

and fj have no common divisor. Suppose g¿+x and fi have same root. Then
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from Lemma 4.10, fi and f\ have same root and this contradicts to the first

assumption. Since g'i+x = (fi)3X2, g¡+x and g'i+x do not have the same divisor

since so do not fi and f\. Similar facts hold for i + 2.   U

Corollary 4.13. The elements I'x = Ix/y», I'2 = h/y\ are prime for each ra > 0,

that is, for m > 0 if al\ + bl2 = 0 in P(m)* ®S%® Sx2, then a = a'I2 and
b = -a'I\ in P(m)* ®SS® Sx2.

Proof. Note that /{ = vmfm + vm+xgmyx2 + ■■■   and I2 = vm(gm_xyx2f +

vm+x(fm)3 H-• If I'x = ab, then a is unit or b is unit from Lemma 4.12.

These facts follow the corollary.   D

Theorem 4.14. P(m)*(BPU(3)) ~ P(m)* ®BP. BP*(BPU(3)).

Proof. Suppose that px = 0 in BP*(BPU(3)). Then px = alx + bl2 in
BP* ®Ss® Sx2yj . Hence 0 = alx + bl2 in P(l)* ® 58 ® Sx2y¡ . This means
also 0 = al'x + bl2. Hence a = I'2a! and b = -I'xa! mod p. Therefore

a = I2a'+pa" , b = -Ixa'+pb" in BP*®SS®SX2. Hence px = plxa" +pl2b".
This means x = Ixa" + I2b" and x = 0 in BP*(BPU(3)). Therefore there is
no p-torsion in BP*(BPU(3)). Hence when m = 1, the theorem is proved.

The case m > 2 are also proved by the same argument from Corollary 4.13.   D

Therefore G = PU(3) satisfies (l)-(7) in the introduction.

5. SO(A) for p = 2 AND F4 for p = 3

Recall H*(BSO(4); Z/2) = Z/2[w2, w3, w4] and Q0w2 = w3.It is known
that there is no higher 2-torsion

(5.1) H*(BSO(4)){2) ~ (Z(2][w2] © Z/2[ti/3, w2]{w3}) ® Zm[w4].

Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence

(5.2) El'* = H*(BSO(4) ; BP*) => BP*(BSO(4)).
From (2.6), Qxw$ = w2 and Qxw¡, = W4W3. Let us write A = BP*[w2, wj].
Then from d2p-X =vx®Qx,v/e have

(5.3) E*2-*=A®A/(2,vx)[w¡]{w¡,w4w3}.

This module is a direct product of a free BP*-module and a free BP*/(2, vx)-
module. Hence the next nonzero differential is d2p2_x = v2 ® Q2. Since

Q2w4ws = w2w\ , we get

(5.4) E*2£ = A{1, 2w4} © B{w2}/(2, vx) © B[w2]{w2w2}/(2, vx, v2)

where B = BP*[w2, w\]. Since E*2'* is generated by even dimensional ele-

ments, we see E2pi ~ E^ .

Theorem 5.5. There is a BP*-module isomorphism

BP*(BSO(4)) ~ Ä{1, 2w4}®B{wj}/(Ix, If)

®B[[w¡]]{wjw¡}/(Ixw¡, I2w¡, h)

where À = BP*[[w¡, w2]], B = BP*[[w2,w2]], and Ix = ¿ZvnQn(w2w3),

/2 = E^Ö«(^3), and h = Y,vnQn(w3w4) mod(2,«i, ...)2.

Properties (l)-(3) and (7) hold immediately. Properties (4), (5) are proved
by the arguments similar to the case G = PU(3), but a little difficult.
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Lemma 5.6. Let I'x = I\/(w2), I2 = I2/(w2), and I'^ = h/iw2w2). The ideals

I\ and I2 are prime in P(m)* ®bp' B. If al'3 e Ideale, h) in P(m)* ®bp'

B[[w2]], then a e Ideal(/2, h) ■

Outline of proof. By the arguments similar to Lemma 4.10, we have n > 2

Q„w3w2 = (wif(X, Y))4   where X = w¡,  Y = wj,

Qn+Xw3w2 = (w3w2(f2 + YX(fi')2))4   where /' = df/dX,

and Qnw3 = 2y/Qn+x(w3w2). Hence we can prove /{, I'2 axe prime in B®bp>

P(m)*. Moreover we can see for « > 2

Qn(w3w4) = w2w4"        mod w4.

Suppose al'3 = bxI'x + b2I'2 in P(m)* ®BP- B[[wl]]. Here recall that (we
assume m even)

I ! = (vm + vm+2w3 + vm+4w* + ■ ■ ■ )w*     mod w\,

I2 = ivm+x + vm+3w* + ■•■ )w¡     mod w¡,

I'i = ivm + vm+xw*4 + vm+2w*4 + ■ • ■ )w*     mod w\.

Then we can easily see a = b\I'x + b'2I2 mod w2. Now take out

(à = a - b'xI'x - b'2I2)I^ from both sides of the supposition. Next, divide both

sides by w2 . Using these arguments, we can prove this lemma.   D

From Lemma 5.6, we can prove

(5.7) P(m)*iBSOi4)) ~ P(m)* ®bp- BP*iBSOi4))

and also prove (4), (5) in the introduction.

Remark 5.8. It is easily seen

BP*iBSOi3)) ~ BP*iBSOi4))/iw¡, 2w4)

~A® B{w2}/ilx, If),     where A = BP*[[w¡]].

Next consider G = F4, p = 3. By Toda [TI] cohomology of H*iBF4 ; Z/3)
is known.

Theorem 5.9 (Toda).

H*iBF4 ; Z/3) ~ Z/3[x36, x48] ® C

for

C = Z/3[x4 ,xs]®{l,x20, x¡0} © Z/3[x26] ® A(x9) ® {1, x20, x2x, x25}

where two terms of C have the intersection {1, x2o} .

Toda also determined the Steenrod algebra structure completely. (See The-

orems I—III in [Tl]). For example, ßxj = x¿+x if x;+i exists. Let Rx =

Z/3[x4, xg], R2 = Z/3[x8], and R3 = Z/3[x26]. Then it is easily computed
in C

Ker ßo = {1} © x4Rx © x2R2 © x20x4Rx © x20x»R2

© x20Rx © x26Ri © x2xR3 © xgR3 © x9x2xR3
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and

Ker Qol Im ß0 ~ {1} © x4Rx © x2R2 © x4x20Rx © XgX20R2 © x20Rx.

The Poincaré series of Ker ßo/ Im ß0 is

,4 + ¿24 + ¿40 tX6 + ,28        _,_

(l-í4)(l-í8)+     1-í8     ~ (l-í4)(l- t16)(l- í12)(l-í24) "

Therefore we see

Proposition 5.10. There is no higher torsion in H*(BF4)(3).

Remark. This fact is also easily proved by using the Becker-Gottlieb transfer.

For the fibering n —> 5Spin(9) -^+ BF4, we have p*p* = x%(n) = x3. Since

//*(5Spin(9))(3) is 3-torsion free, there is no higher 3-torsion. This argument

is also applied for PU (3), p = 3 and Eg, p = 5 .
Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral sequence El'* = H*(BF4; BP*)

=» BP*(BF4). Let Sx = BP*[x4, Xg], S2 = BP*[xs], S3 = BP*/(3)[x26], and
D = Z{3)[x36, x4g]. Then

.       .      El'* = (BP*{l}®Sxx4®S2x¡®Sxx4x2o®S2XgX20®Sxx%Q

®S3 ® {x26, x2x, x9, x9x2x}) ® D.

The first nonzero differential is d2p-X = vx ® Qx  and we know, from Toda,

Qxx4 = x9, Qxx2o = x2$, Qxx2X = x2¿. Let

A = (BP*{1, 3x4} © Sxx4 © S2x¡ © Sxx4x2o © S2xgx20 © Sxx20).

Then

(5.12) E*2p* = (A®S3/(vx){x9,x26})®D.

Next nonzero differential is d2p2_x =v2®Q2 and Q2x9 = x2(,. Therefore

(5.13) E*2p2* = (A®S3/(vx,v2){x26})®D.

Since this is generated by even dimensional elements E^* ~ E*¿*. The prop-

erties (l)-(3), (7) hold from (5.13).

Theorem 5.14. There is a BP* -module isomorphism

BP*(BF4) ~Ä®D® BP*[[x26]]{x26} ® D/(IX, I2 , I3)

where Ix = zZvnQnix2s), I2 = Y,vnQ~n(x2x), and

I3 = ^vnQn(x9) mod (3, vx,...)2.

The properties (4) and (5) are proved by the arguments similar to the argu-

ments 4.11-4.14 and 5.6, but some more complicated. Note that Qn(xî) are

computed by Theorem III in [T]. For example, Qn(x9) = 0, 0, x2¿, x36X26,

^26(^36+-x48) for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. For n = even > 2, Q„(x9) =

x26fi(X, Y) with X = x46,  Y = x438. Then

ß„+i(x9) = x36x26((f')iX2Y + fi3) = x36x26g     mod x|6

and
Qn+i(x9) = x26(YX3(g')3 + g3(X + Y))     mod x¡6,
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where /' = df/dX.

6. G = G2,F4, E6, and Spin(rt), n < 10

The mod 2 cohomology of 5Spin(«) is given by Quillen [Q2]

(6.1)
H*(BSpin(n); Z/2) ~ Z/2[w2,(A)] ® Z/2[w2,..., wn]/(Q¡w2\0 < i < h)

where A is a spin representation of Spin(n) and 2h is the Radon-Hurwitz

number (see [Q2, p. 210]). When n < 9, H*(B Spin(n) ; Z/2) is a polynomial
algebra generated by w4, w¿, w1, Wg, and w2h(A). Note that G2 «-» Spin(7)

and

(6.2) H*(BG2; Z/2) = Z/2[w4,w6,w7].

Cohomology BG2 and BF4 is given by Borel [B].
At first we study BP*(BG2) and consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

sequence. Since QoW(, = IU7, we have

(6.3) El'* = A ®A/(2)[w1]{w1}   where A = BP*[w4,w¡].

Since Qxw4 = w1, we get for B = BP*[w\, w\]

(6.4) E*2¿* = B © B{2w4} © 5/(2, vx)[w7]{w7}.

The facts ß2u>7 = w2 and d2p2_x(2w4) ̂  v2w4w7 because d2p2_x(v2w4w7) =

v2w2 ,¿ 0, imply

(6.5) E*2p2* = B® B{2w4} ©5/(2, v,, v2)[w2]{w2}.

Theorem 6.6. E*¿* ~ E*'* and we get

BP*(BG2) ~ 5 © 5{2tó4} © B[[w2]]{w2}/(IX, I2, I3)

where Ix = ¿Zv„Q„iw1w6), I2 = ¿ZvnQniw7w4), I3 = Y.vnQn(wn), and

B = BP*[[w2, w2]]. Hence BP*(BG2) satisfies (l)-(3), (7).

Remark 6.7. The ideal (Ix, I2,13) seems to satisfy the similar property in
Lemma 5.6. However we cannot prove it yet.

Let us write by E*'*(BG) the EV-termofthe Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral
sequence converging to BP*(BG).

Now we consider 5Spin(n), n = 7, 8, 9, while H*(B Spin(n) ; Z/2) for
n < 6 is generated by even dimensional elements. The cohomology

(6.8) H*(B Spin(7) ; Z/2) ~ H*(BG2 ; Z/2) ® Z/2[wg]

and QiWg = 0 for 0 < /' < 1 and ß2u>8 = wgWj. Therefore

(6.9) E^*(BSvin(l))~E*'*(BG2)®Z{2)[wg]   foxr<2p2-2,

and we get

E2p2(BSpin(7)) ~ (E2p2(BG2)®B/(2, vx){wg} ® B{2w4Wg}
(O.IU) r. ~

©5/(2, vx, v2)[wj]{wgw7})[wil

Since Q3WgW7 = w\w2, we have

E2p3(BSpin(l)) ~ (E2P2(BG2) ® B/(2, vx){wg} ® B{2w2wg}

©5/(2,vx,v2, v3)[w^]{w¡w2})[w¡].
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Therefore E2p3 cz F^ and the properties (l)-(3), (7) hold for G = Spin(7).
The cohomologies are

(6.12) H*(B Spin(8) ; Z/2) ~ H*(B Spin(7) ; Z/2) ® Z/2[w's],

and

H*(B Spin(9) ; Z/2) ~ H*(B Spin(7) ; Z/2) ® Z/2[wX6].

We can compute

(6.13)
F2;,4(5Spin(8))

~ (E2p3(B Spin(7)) © E2pi(B Spin(7))' © E2p3(BG2)

© (5(2, vx, v2){wgw's} ® B{2w4Wgw'&}

©5/(2,vx,v2,v3, v4)[w^]{(w¡w'&2 + ty8iü84)tü2})[W])K2].

F2p4(5Spin(9))

~(F2i73(5Spin(7))

(6.14) © (5(2, vx, v2){wx6} ® B{2w4wX6}

©5(2, vx){wgwX6} ® B{2w4wgwx6}

©5/(2, «i, v2, v3, v4)[w¿]{w26w¡w2})[w¡])[w2x6].

Here we note Q4Q3(wgw'%) = (w4w'%2 + w$w's2)w2 and Q4Q3wx6 = w$w2w26 .

Hence F2p4 ~ E^ and the properties (l)-(3) and (7) hold.

The cohomology is H*(BF4 ; Z/2) ~ H*iBG2 ; Z/2) ® Z/2[xx6, x24]. More-
over, /'* : H*iBF4 ; Z/2) -► H*iB Spin(9) ; Z/2) is injective with z'*x,6 = wx6 +

■ • ■ and z'*x24 = w¡ H-. We can see that BP*iBF4) has the similar form as

5F*(5Spin(9)) by exchanging io8 for x24. Therefore the properties (l)-(3),

(7) hold for G = F4 .
The cohomology of B Spin( 10) and E6 axe

/T(5Spin(10);Z/2)

['    ' ~H*iBSpini7);Z/2)®Z/2[wXo,w'32]/iw1wXQ),

(6.16)
H*iBE6 ; Z/2) ~ /f*(5 Spin(7) ; Z/2) ® Z/2[wx0, yXg, w'32, y34, y'4S]/R,

where R is the relation given Theorem 6.21 in [K-M2]. Since QnwXo = 0 and

QjW'n = 0 for 0 < j < 3 from Theorem 6.7 in [Q2], we get

F2/,3(5Spin(10);Z/2)

~ (F2/73(5 Spin(7)) © BP*[w6, Wg, wxo]{wxo}) ® Z{2)[w'32).

By the similar reason, we get

(6.18)
E2piiE6 ; Z/2) ~ iE2p,iBSpin(7)) © BP*[w6, Wg, wx0, yxg]{wxo, yxg, ^34»

®Z{2)[w'32,w'4S].

Therefore F2p3 ~ £M and the properties (l)-(3) and (7) hold for G = Spin(10)

and E(,.
At last we consider the case G = PSUi4n + 2). The cohomology is known

from [K-Ml]

(6.19) H*iBPUi4n + 2) ; Z/2) ~ Z/2[a2, a3, Xgk , y(/)]/5
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where 1 < k < 2n, I = (i\,... ,ir) for 1 < ix < ■ ■ ■ < ir < 2n + 1,

\y¡\ = 453/"s — 2, and R is the ideal generated by a3y(I) and y(I)2 + •••
and y(I)y(J).

From Theorem 6.10 in [K-Ml], Xgk is the 4/cth Chern class of representation

to U((4n2+2)). Hence QmXgk = 0 for all m > 0. Note that

0 = Qm(a3y¡) = a*2a\yi + a3Qm(yi) = a3Qm(y¡).

The ker-a3 is generated by (y(I)), which is even dimensionally generated.

Hence Qm(y¡) = 0, for all m > 0. Therefore

(6.20) E2p(BPU(4n + 2)) ~ E2p(BSO(3)) ® Z(2)[Xgk] ® BP*[a2, Xgk]{y(I)}.

Hence (l)-(3), (7) hold also for these cases. A similar result holds for G =

PSp(2n + 1) by using the result [K].
Adams conjectured that for all connected compact Lie group G, the map r

in (3.2) is injective for p > 3

(6.21) r: H*(BG; Z/p) ^ lim H*(BV;Z/p).
v

When p = 2 the above r is injective for G = Spin(8« + k), k = 1,7,8
mod 8 by Quillen [Q] and for G = SO(n), O(n) ,G2,F4 by Borel [B] and for

G = E(, by Kono and Mimura [K-M2]. However for G = F7 and Spin(ll)
the map r is not epic. The cohomology of 5Spin(ll) is given by

H*(BSpin(l 1); Z/2) ~ Z/2[io4,w6,w7,wg, wxo, wxx]/R® Z/2[w64]

where R = (wxxw^ + wXoWt , wxx+wfxw4WT+ wnwgw2). Put

x = w20wxx +wx0w4w1 + wX0WgW1w6 e H3X(B Spin(ll); Z/2).

Then

wfxx = wx0(wxx + WXXW4W7 + WxxWgW2) = 0.

Note that x = wxx(wf0 + wx0w6w4 + Wgw%) and hence x3 = 0. On the other

hand, define a map <f>: 7/*(5Spin(ll); Z/2) -» Z/2[aio, axx]/(a\x) by (j>(Wj) =
0 for j = 4, 6, 7, 8, 64 and by <j>(wXo) = aXo, <j>(wxx) = axx . This map is
a ring homomorphism and (p(x) = a20axx , (¡>(x)2 ̂ 0. Therefore x2 ^ 0 but

x3 = 0. Hence r(x) = 0.

Lemma 6.22. 7/(6.21) holds, then Conjecture 5 holds, that is, for all odd dimen-
sional elements x e H*(BG; Z/p), there are i such that Qmx ^ 0 for all
m> i.

Proof. The ßm-homology H(H*(BV; Z/p); Qm) ~ ®Z/p[y¡]/(yf ), \y¡\ = 2
from Künneth formula. If |x| < \Qm\ = 2(pm - 1), then x ^ Imßw and so

QmX^O.

Corollary 6.23. If (6.21) holds, e.g., G = SO(n), then

p(P(n)*(BG) -> H*(X; Z/p)) c H°™(BG; Z/p),

for all n>-l (where P(-l) = BP).

Remark 6.24. All examples given in §§5 and 6 satisfy the following conjecture

stated in [T-Y]

BP(n - l)*(BG) ~ BP(n - I)* ®Bp- BP*(BG)   if rank,G < n.
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